
Lecture One – CT, PET 

 

Film x rays: 

Physical basis – absorption of x rays by tissues 

Procedure – broad beam of x rays passes through the head onto film, resulting in a projection 

(2D) image of the 3D object. The intensity is in proportion to the absorption of x rays. For 

angiograms, contrast agent (usually based on iodine) is injected intravascularly (contrast 

agent has high attenuation coefficient). 

Bone, calcium, and injectates attenuate strongly.  

Uses: skull fractures, bone abnormalities (tumours). Symmetry of structures can be observed, 

angiograms show aneurisms, vascular defects (occlusive strokes).  

 

Advantages – very high spatial resolution (0.05mm), very good depiction of the skull 

(fractures, bone tumours) 

Disadvantages – projection images only, poor intrinsic tissue contrast, use of ionising 

radiation, some risk associated with injection of contrast.  

 

Computerised tomography (CT scan) 

Physical basis – absorption of x rays by tissues 

Procedure – narrow x ray beams are projected through the head onto detectors and the source 

is rotated about the head to acquire many views (projections). A 2d image of the slice is 

reconstructed using filtered back-projection. An adjacent slice is imaged to build up a 3d 

image.  

Uses – intraventricular haemorrhage, brain abscess, tumours, stroke, anatomical defects 

 

Advantages – tomographic. Can resolve grey and white matter, blood, CSF (tell them apart). 

High resolution (0.5mm). Don’t have to worry as much about contraindications, almost 

everyone can have a CT.  

Disadvantages – use of ionising radiation. Some risk associated with injection of contrast. 

Anatomical images only.  

 

Positron emission tomography 

Physical basis – radioactive isotopes of certain elements (C, N, O, F), can be substituted into 

biologically important compounds (eg glucose). Decay of these atoms emits positrons. A 

positron is like an ‘anti-electron’, they don’t last very long because they zip around and 

collide with electrons. Positrons collide with electrons, annihilating each other, and 

producing 2 gamma rays 180 degrees apart. Detection of gamma rays (using special cameras 

known as crystal photomultipliers) reveals position of labelled molecules.  

Procedure – isotope labelled compounds are injected or inhaled. EX: F labelled 2-

deoxyglucose is taken up by neurons, phosphorylated by hexokinase, cannot be further 

metabolised, so builds up in the cell. Gamma rays detected by array of crystal 

photomultipliers. Images of activity are reconstructed using tomographic techniques.  

Application – PET scan of FDOPA receptors in the brain. Normal patient has more than 

Parksinon’s patients. PET scan – design a molecule with high affinity for FDOPA receptors. 

PET scans can be used to see amyloid plaques in Alzheimer’s disease.  

Uses – glucose imaging of metabolism. Blood flow imaging using labelled water. Blood flow 

as a function of local brain function. Image subtraction can highlight area associated with 

specific tasks. 

 



Advantages – can image brain function and distribution of receptors. Can image blood flow 

using water. 

Disadvantages – no anatomy, resolution is very poor (4-8mm) because positrons travel a 

measurable amount of distance (sometimes several mm) and this distance is random, before 

they collide with an electron to release gamma rays. The radioisotopes used can be harmful 

(especially to children).  

 

Combined PET and CT 

Gives both functional and anatomical images at the same time. They are automatically 

overlaid.  

 

Radiation: 

Effective dose – tissue dependant 

Measured in millisieverts (mSv), which measures probability of cancer or genetic damage. 

1Sv = 5% chance of cancer.  

Plain film x ray = 0.05mSv 

CT = 5-20 mSv 

PET = 5-7 mSv 

PET/CT = 25 mSv 

Trans-pacific flight = 0.05 mSv 

6 month stay on a space station = 80 mSv 

Banana equivalent dose = 0.098 micro Sv.  

 

 

  



Lecture Two – MRI 

 

Magnetic resonance imaging: 

Developed from NMR research elucidating chemical structure and nuclear spin physics. Most 

significant advance in radiology in the 90s. Mainstay of neurological and orthopaedic 

imaging. Outstanding ability to modulate contrast to highlight pathology. Dedicated scanners 

produced in the last two years with high performance hardware has dramatically improved 

the ability of MRI to image brain structure and function.  

 

Physical basis – some atomic nuclei (H, C, P, Na) have ‘spin’ and a small magnetic field. The 

nuclei become aligned in a magnetic field. Radio frequency energy can be used to excite the 

nuclei from their ground state (longitudinal plane) to the excited state (xy plane). While the 

nuclei are relaxing back to their ground state they emit radio waves. The radio waves are 

detected by a coil of wire placed around the patient.  

 

Put person into MRI machine. All nuclei are in ground state precessing (spinning) at resonant 

frequency (Lamor frequency).  

 

Lamor frequency is dependant on the magnetic field used (in an MRI machine 1.5T).  

 

Radiofrequency pulse happens and all protons go from ground state (z plane) to antiparallel 

state (xy plane).  

Nuclei can be in one of two states only. T1 longitudinal, T2 transverse.  

 

 

Uses – proton density imaging. Two different weightings: T1 and T2 weighting: T1 weighted 

images show good white/grey matter contrast, T2 weighted images show bright CSF. 

Angiograms, diffusion weighted imaging for early stroke. Blood oxygen level dependant 

imaging (BOLD), in vivo spectroscopy.  

 

Relaxation – the nuclei relaxing back into its ground (longitudinal) state.  

T1 relaxation – roughly 800 milliseconds for brain tissue.  

T2 – relaxation of the transverse component back to zero. Uses T2 time constant (30 

milliseconds for brain tissue) 

 

Spin echo – some protons are faster than others. 

 

Spin spin echo can only be done with a T2 scan.  

 

TE – time echo 

TR – repetition time (time between repetitions of pulse sequence) 

Shorter TR and TE = T1 weighted 

Longer TR and TE = T2 weighted 

 

Different tissues and structures have different T1 and T2 values. Solid structures have short 

T1 and T2, liquids have long T1 and T2. White matter has shorter T1 than grey matter. Fat 

has shorter T1 than water. Tumours have longer T1 than normal tissue.  

T1 weighted scan – CSF is dark. CSF looks bright on T2 weighted MRI scan because it has a 

long T2.  

 



Gradients – a coil of wire designed so that putting a current through that coil of wire changes 

the magnetic field slightly. MRI runs at ~3MegaWatts. Often need to be water-cooled. In a 

MRI scan, gradients allow for spatial localisation. 

The coil adds to the magnetic field and takes away from another in a very specific fashion.  

 

Advantages – signal can be dependant on tissue type (very good contrast between grey and 

white matter, tumours) due to the individual environment of nuclei. Ability to change contrast 

with a wide range of imaging protocols. Sensitivity to motion (angiograms, diffusion). 

Sensitivity to blood oxygenation (functional imaging). Good resolution (<1mm). Non 

invasive (no ionising radiation). 

 

Disadvantages – motion artifacts can destroy BOLD signal. Contraindications (pacemakers, 

implanted devices, aneurysm clips). Claustrophobia due to small bore.  

 

 

  



Lecture Three 

 

Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) – looking at structure.  

Molecules are in constant thermal motion (Brownian motion). Diffusion describes motion 

and migration over time. The distance that molecules travel over time is known as diffusivity. 

Small diffusivity = doesn’t travel far.  

 

Low diffusion coefficient – spins don’t move far, not much difference in magnetic field 

environment, little dephasing, little signal loss. 

High diffusion coefficient – spins explore larger region of space, greater difference in 

magnetic field environment, more dephasing, significant signal attenuation.  

 

Diffusion is not necessarily isotropic – the same in all directions, eg water has the same 

tendency to diffuse in all directions. 

Anisotropic – tendency to diffuse is not the same in all directions, eg white matter is more 

likely to diffuse along the axon (cell boundaries restrict diffusion across the fibres). This is 

also observed in muscle cells.  

 

Principal direction of diffusion map can be used to track fibre bundles and shows the 

direction that axon tracts go in. Tissue fibre orientations can be mapped in 3D using the 

diffusion tensor. This is used in white matter tractography (mapping of white matter tracts).  

 

Functional MRI (fMRI). 

Activation of neurons requires energy – increased demand for oxygen and nutrients, 

increased cerebral blood flow (CBF). 

Nutrients and metabolites – spectroscopy 

Blood flow – contrast agents, ASL 

Oxygen – BOLD.  

 

Diamagnetic HbO2 has similar magnetic properties (isomagnetic) compared with 

surrounding tissues - lower magnetisation, no magnetic field inhomogeneities. 

Without O2 Hb appears paramagnetic compared with surrounding tissues - higher 

magnetisation, field inhomogeneities, enhanced T2 decay. 

BOLD is a T2 effect.  

 

In resting state, there is a baseline oxygen demand, and thus baseline levels of oxygenated 

and deoxygenated Hb – giving rise to baseline T2 signals. When neurons are activated, 

regional oxygen requirements increase, and regional oxygenation increases. There is more 

oxygen delivered than needed, so arterial and venous supply has an increase in oxygenation. 

The dephasing effect is reduced, T2 time increases, and we see an enhanced T2 signal on the 

MRI scan.  

 

BOLD response (happens quickly, in approximately 5 secs) – stimulus > initial dip (in O2 

levels) > overshoot (more O2 than needed) > neurons relax > post stimulus undershoot.  

 

Practical considerations of BOLD MRI: 

- Not a direct measure of brain activity  

- Good spatial resolution but poor temporal resolution – blood flow response is slow, 

needs to be compared to resting state, can combine with other modalities like EEG, 

MEG 



- No anatomical information – have to overlay with anatomical scans 

- Typically repeated multiple times – fMRI paradigms (pattern of tasks – ie 30s active 

thinking about something, then 30s rest (how do you make people stop thinking?)), 

statistical inference 

 

 

 

  



Lecture Four – brain imaging in vivo 

 

 

Brain imaging in vivo 

 

Calcium, voltage and NT sensing are 3 main ways to image. 

 

Field recordings - common. Listens to neighbourhood around neuron and picks up activity. 

 

Imaging activity in brain is good because network activity can be recorded with single cell 

resolution. Dendritic activity can recorded with single synapse resolution. Long term experiments 

can be conducted. 

 

We can both record and manipulate activity in live animals.  

 LISTEN? 

 

Single cell loading: good for single neuron info. LISTEN? 

 

Sharp electrode 

 

Whole cell patch clamp 

 

Single cell electroporation 

 

Acute network loading: good for tracing networks of neurons 

 

AM loading - LSITEN? 

 

Dextran conjugate loading - good for axons going to eye, very specific 

 

Bulk electroporation 

 

GECI expression: using genetic vectors 

 

Viral transduction - use a virus, see the sensor about 3 weeks later 

 

In utero electroporation - do things to fetus in uterus 

 

Transgenic mice - mice bred with particular genetic mutations to study. 

 

 

 

Voltage sensitive indicators: difficult to do. They are not always accurate. Voltage changes in 

neurons are transient, hence indicators do not often pick them up. The dye must operate at 

quicker than 100 Hz and must be imaged quickly to work. 

 



Neurotransmitter sensitive indicators: indicator is not fluorescent at baseline, but when it binds to 

NT (eg glut) it will fluoresce and indicate that there is glut in the extracellular space. Useful when 

measuring synaptic activity as there is no interference. 

 

Calcium indicators: Ca enters cell during APs and synaptic activity. Can use dyes to follow them, 

or use genetically encoded Ca sensors. These have GFP (fluorescent protein) attached to CaMP (a 

Ca sensitive protein). Then you get GCaMP into cell, and you are able to track Ca activity. 

 

In utero electroporation (IUE) can be used for transfection in vivo. Use of GCaMP is injected into 

fetal brain, then voltage is passed over the head in a particular orientation to get the genetically 

modified genetic content where you want it to develop in the mouse. 

 

Ca signals reflect action potentials, as the fluorescent signal increases with larger numbers of APs. 

 

Have fast and slow sensors LISTEN?  

5K was OG model, 6 models are way more accurate as Ca sensors now. 

 

 

 

Microscopes: 

 

Wide field microscope/CCD allows you to image fast but creates lots of light scattering so poor 

resolution 

 

Two-photon microscope uses a pulsing laser to scan across field of view. Both photons must reach 

point to excite. This means that only the focal point of the laser will be excited, giving a high 

resolution. Because only some points are excited, minimal brain damage. Has some noise 

associated with it. 

 

Endoscope good for animals moving around. Has an optic fibre attached to a microscope. Can't 

really look at individual neurons 

 

Portable microscope is a small microscope attached to the head of the animal. Gives you single 

cell resolution. 

 

Mouse options: 

 

Acute vs chronic: day long or multi-day looking at changes. 

 

Head fixed: can be awake or unconscious, maybe on a treadmill 

 

Portable 

 

 

 

Looking at surface of brain for spontaneous imaging: in young mice, skull is quite transparent and 

can be imaged through.  

 



Define the words imaging and electrophysiology? 

 

Agarose put on top of exposed brain to reduce movement artefacts. 

 

When injecting stuff into brain, need to be very specific so as to not damage any other tissue. 

 

As well as all of this, can also study stimulated activity in anaesthetised mice. In particular useful 

for sensory studies. Can look at selectivity of neurons. Found that cats have pinwheel orientation 

selectivity, rats have a random (salt and pepper) orientation. 

 

Miniscope in moving awake animals: can correlate activity with behaviour.  

 

Can use different sensors, genetically coded are best. Different types of microscopes and 

timeframes. Can combine with electrophysiology and behaviour. 

 

  



Lecture six – brain machine interfaces 

 

Neural interface – records brain signals and sends them to computer 

Decoding algorithm – turns neural signals into ? 

Effector – carry out the task 

 

Firing rate of neuron determined by direction in which the arm was moving. Preferred 

direction.  

 

Population vector algorithm. If the length of a line is equal to the firing rate of that neuron, 

you can take the average length of all the lines to give you population vector. PV is in the 

direction of the movement.  

 

Electrocorticography – commonly used to find the source of epileptic seizures in clinical 

settings.  

 

Degrees of freedom – one degree of freedom allows movement in one direction back and 

forward. Advanced prosthetic limb has 17 degrees of freedom.  

 

Continuous decoding – control values can be anywhere in a continuous range of values 

Discrete decoding (classifier) – control values can be one of a few particular values.  

 

 

 

  


